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Essay Writing 

 
Question 1:  

Choose the correct answer (ONLY ONE answer)  

 

1 What is the first step in the writing process? _____ 

A. Prewriting B. Drafting C. Editing D. Publishing 

2 What is the fourth step in the writing process? _____ 

A. Prewriting B. Drafting C. Editing D. Publishing 

3 Identify the audience and the purpose for your writing during the _____ stage. 

A. editing B. drafting C. prewriting D. revising 

4 _____ are words and phrases that link ideas in a paragraph or between paragraphs. 

A. Linking Verbs B. Clauses C. Transitions D. coordinators 

5 Using a variety of sentences can make your writing more _____. 

A. appealing B. dependable C. difficult D. humorous 

6 Turning your notes into sentences and paragraphs is called _____ 

A. revising B. drafting C. brainstorming D. proofreading 

7 Your purpose and your _____ will determine how you present your writing. 

A. impression B. audience C. handwriting D. visuals 

8 _____ can help get your thoughts flowing. 

A. Revising B. Brainstorming C. Publishing D. Drafting 

9 _____ can help you find connections between ideas and help you organize your ideas for 

writing. 

A. Proofreading B. Clustering C. Drafting D. Brainstorming 

10 In a good ____, all sentences work together to support the main idea. 

A. paragraph B. revision C. chapter D. draft 

11 The  ____ is the key unit of writing. 

A. sentence B.  clause C. paragraph  D. essay 
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12 With ____, two clauses are connected, with each having equal status. 

A.  coordination B. subordination C. coherence D. revision 

 

13 All the following are basic elements of a paragraph EXCEPT 

A. Unity B. topic sentence C. cohesion D. conciseness 

14 ALL the following are Higher Order Concerns (HOCs) EXCEPT 

A. thesis or focus B. logical connectives C. organization D. audience and purpose 

15 ALL the following are Lower Order Concerns (LOCs) EXCEPT 

A. Sentence structure B. punctuation C. word choice D. development 

16 In the stage of ____, the writer checks for repetition, clarity, grammar, spelling and 

punctuation 

A. editing B. revising C. drafting D. prewriting 

17 In the stage of ____, the writer considers the flow, pacing and sequencing of his/her story. 

E. editing F. revising G. drafting H. prewriting 

18 In academic writing, sentences must be 

A. clear, concise, and correct 

B. clear, correct, and concession 

C. clear, concise, and contrast 

D. clear, correct, and complete 

 

19 What is the goal of the prewriting stage? 

A. to brainstorm, focus, and plan for your topic 

B. to have a rough draft 

C. to develop as many broad topics as you possible 

D. to have a very specific thesis that will not change 

E. it is really not a necessary step to take 

 

20 True or False: You can only develop one rough draft throughout the drafting stage. 

A. True, but it will be revised later. 

B. False 

C. Depends on your writing ability. 

D. Depends on the assignment. 

E. True, and it should be close to publication. 

 

 

 

Question 2: [10 MARKS] 

 

ALL the following are sentence fragments (i.e.  incomplete sentences). Revise and rewrite 

to make them complete and correct. 
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A. The university of Kent offers many majors in engineering. Such as electrical¬ chemical¬ and 

industrial engineering. 

 

B. A story with deep thoughts and emotions. 

 

C. Toys of all kinds were thrown everywhere 

 

D. By paying too much attention to polls can make a political leader unwilling to propose 

innovative policies. 

 

E. The judge declared the man. 

 

 

Linguistic Exercises 

 

Choose the correct answer (ONLY ONE answer)  

1 The phonetic transcription of shrink is 

A. /ʃreŋk/ B. /ʃriŋk/ C. /ʃrink/ D. /ʃri:ŋk/ 

2 The phonetic transcription of heat is 

E. /hit/ F. /hi:t/ G. /hut/ H. /het/ 

3 The phonetic transcription of toque is 

E. /təʊk/ F. /taʊk/ G. /tʊ:k/ H. /toʊk/ 

4 The phonetic transcription of stroke is 

E. /straʊk/ F. /strəʊk/ G. /stroʊk/ H. /strʊ:k/ 

5 The symbol that corresponds to voiceless bilabial stop is 

A. [b] B. [p] C. [d] D. [v] 

6 The symbol that corresponds to low front vowel is 

E. [æ] F. [i] G. [u] H. [ʌ] 

7 The symbol that corresponds to voiced velar nasal is 

E. [m] F. [n] G. [ŋ] H. [r] 

8 The symbol that corresponds to voiced interdental fricative is 

E. [f] F. [ð] G. [ʒ] H. [ʃ] 

12 The study of how speech sounds are made is called 

A. Acoustic phonetics B. Auditory phonetics C. phonology D. Articulatory phonetics 

 

 

Question 3 

 

Reconstruct the word-formation 'stories' of the lexemes in bold print. Match the stories to 

the corresponding sequence of word-formation processes. 
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(      ) 1 brunch > to brunch A- conversion – derivation 

(      ) 2 breathalyser > to breathalyse B- Clipping 

(      ) 3 tailor-fit > to tailor-fit C- Blend 

(      ) 4 campaign > to campaign > campaigner D- Acronym 

(      ) 5 vacuum cleaner > to vacuum-clean > to 

vacuum 

E- blend –conversion 

(      ) 6 rehabilitation > rehab > to rehab F- compounding – conversion 

(      ) 7 rap music > rap > to rap > rapper G- blend – back-formation 

(      ) 8 Graphical User Interface → GUI H- Eponym 

(      ) 9 professor → prof I- hypocorism 

(      ) 10 information + commercial → 

infomercial 

J- derivation – clipping – conversion 

(      ) 11 orientation → orientate K- Compounding 

(      ) 12 a process → to process L- compounding – clipping – conversion – 

derivation 

(      ) 13 wind + shield → windshield M- Back formation 

(      ) 14 Christmas → Chrissy N- Conversion 

(      ) 15 sandwich (named after John Montagu, 

the 4th Earl of Sandwich!) 
O- compounding – back-formation – 

clipping 
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